


0 MARKETO IMPLEMENTATION & INTEGRATION 

We understand that the first step is often the most challenging part. 

Tokara's EasyPath Implementation Package is a set of professional 

services designed to help clients who are new to Marketa marketing 

automation realize its benefits quickly, safely and cost effectively. Our 

qualified team works directly with you to define your goals and translate 

them into your top priority campaign, addressing your most important 

considerations immediately to set the stage for enduring success. 

e MARKETO CAMPAIGN DESIGN 

With your marketing objectives established, we then work to turn your 

vision into a comprehensive project rollout, completely designed, 

develop and launched on your Marketa marketing automation platform. 

From inbound marketing campaigns devised to showcase your expertise 

across a variety of digital channels to loyalty marketing centered on 

automated messages that engage and retain customers, we are skilled in 

the breadth of Marketa services and can adapt each design to meet your 

particular business needs. 

e PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT 

All projects that deliver tangible business results have one thing in 

common: effective leadership and organization. Our experienced project 

managers are marketing automation and CRM experts, and can take 

care of all your project details including securing resources, developing 

the budget, creating and assigning tasks, and monitoring milestones, 

providing a turnkey approach that reduces the stress and headache of 

long-term campaign management. When you engage a Takara PM for 

your campaign, potential issues and complexities are identified early, risk 

is mitigated, and your project remains within cost and time restrictions. 

0 SIMPLIFIED PROCESS BREAKDOWN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

We know an effective marketing campaign is often complex, with 

multiple layers of customer engagement designed to be rolled out over a 

period of time. In today's automated world, leads can be reached 

through a variety of on line channels, and a strong and diverse marketing 

portfolio can often make the difference between prospect and partner. 

We'll use our depth of expertise in marketing automation to help simplify 

your Marketa marketing plan into tangible, easy-to-manage phases, 

complete with pre-defined processes and customization options. Our 

implementation approach is flexible and can also be applied to our 

MarketFirst and Pivotal solutions, so no matter which platform you 

choose, you can rest assured Takara will turn your campaign ideas into a 

customer satisfying, revenue-driving reality. 
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